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ABSTRACT 
For any real number x. the continued fraction convergents pn/qn to s form a sequence that is infinite 
if .r is irrational, and finite if x is rational. In either case, the series C(q,,x - pn) converges, and thus 
defines a function of x that is clearly periodic of period 1. It is shown that this function is bounded, 
continuous at irrational points, semi-continuous at rational points, and maps suitable intervals to 
intervals. It satisfies two functional equations, which enable certain integrals to be evaluated. From 
one functional equation it follows that the graph of the function has a fractal appearance, and its 
Hausdorff dimension is at most i. 
In [3] G. Petruska proves, among other results, that for any R > 1 there exists a 
q-series F(z) = 1 + x7= I (n’,=, (A - qk)) zj with radius of convergence R. The 
heart of the proof is an ingenious construction. Firstly, he defines an irrational 
number /3 with the property that qn+ ,e -G -+ R as n + cc (where the n-th 
convergent in the continued fraction expansion of /3 is denoted Pn/qn). Then 
he defines cr = Crzo(qnP -pn), and finally proves that the series with 
A = exp(27ricu) and q = exp(2+@) has the required property. 
Although the function defining Q: in terms of ,!I is intriguingly simple to for- 
mulate, the formula gives no immediate intuitive idea of the general nature of 
the function. This paper is devoted to the description of some of its interesting 
and unexpected properties, though others remain unproven. 
Before defining and investigating the function, we establish the notation and 
some standard elementary results from continued fractions, which can be 
found in [l, Chapter lo] or elsewhere. For any real number x, the continued 
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fraction algorithm consists in splitting x into its integer and fractional parts, 
x = a0 + x0 (with a0 E .Z and 0 L: x0 < I), then, as long as x; # 0, splitting x;’ 
-’ into its integer and fractional parts, x, = ui+ 1 + x;+ 1. If x is irrational, then 
the process continues indefinitely, but if x is rational, then x, = 0 for some n, 
and the process stops. The numbers a~, ai, al>. . are called the partial quotients 
of x: they are integers, and cl; > 1 for i 2 1. (Note that if x, = 0 and n > 0, then 
u,, > 2, since a, = xi!, > 1.) We define an operator T to denote the transfor- 
mation from xi to x,+ 1; that is, for s E (0,l) we define TX to be the fractional 
part of b, so xi + I = T xi provided x; # 0. 
If the algorithm continues for at least n steps, then clearly 
1 
x=ao+ 
aI+ 
1 
written x = [a~; ai, . . a,+~,], for short. 
The n-th convergent to x (also called the n-th approximant) is the rational 
number pn/qn obtained by replacing x,, by 0 in the continued fraction on the 
right hand side above (so clearly x = p,/q, if and only if x, = 0). Setting 
p-1 = 1, q-1 = 0, po = a0 and go = 1, an easy induction shows that 
p,, = a,,~,~ _ 1 + p,, 2 and qn = unqn _ I + qn ~ 2 for n > 2. The following results can 
similarly be proved by induction: 
(1) pn-1qn -P&&-1 = C-1)“. 
(2) 
X=Pn+Pn-I& 
qn+qn-l&l’ 
(3) 05 (-l)n(q,x-pn) =xoxl...x, L &wn. 
n 
where 4 = f (1 + fi), the golden mean. 
For rational (but non-integer) x =pn/qn = [a~;. . ,a,], it was mentioned 
above that the definition implied that the last non-zero partial quotient a, > 1. 
However, since a,, = (a,,- 1) + i, there is a well-known alternative continued 
fraction expression x = [ao; . . , (a,- l), 11. We shall denote the i-th convergent 
of this expression by pit/q:. It is easy to see that pi* = pi for i = 0, . . . , n - 1, but 
PZ =pn -pn-l andpi+, = p,,. A similar result holds for qT. Although the am- 
biguity does not arise for irrational x, for convenience we define p: = pi and 
qf = qi for all i in this case. 
I. DEFINITION AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF P(X) 
We define the function P(x) by 
(4) p(x) = fJ(YiX - Pi) 
i=O 
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and call it the error-sum function of continued fractions, since q;x -p; is the 
error in approximating x by pi/q;, relative to the distance between adjacent ra- 
tionals with denominator q;. It follows from (3) that, for irrational x, the in- 
finite series is alternating and absolutely convergent. For rational x, we have 
q,,x - p,, = 0 for some n, and later terms are undefined, so the series is finite, but 
will still be written as a nominally infinite series. 
At rational points x, the alternative sequence of convergents (p: /qj) gives 
rise to a second function value C(qfx - py), denoted P*(x). However, since the 
two sequences of convergents are identical at irrational points, it follows that 
P*(x) = P(x) when x is irrational. 
Lemma 1.1. Jf x is rational and equal to its n-th convergent p,,/q,,, then 
P*(x) = P(x) + (-l)“/q,. 
Proof. From the definition ofpf and qr it is clear that the terms in the sum for 
P*(x) are identical with those in the sum for P(x), except for one extra term 
q;x - p;. Thus 
P’(x) - P(.x) = q;x -p; = (qn-q,_ ,)x - (pn-pn- ,). 
Since x = p,,/q,,, this simplifies to ( pnq,, 1 - p,, ~ ,q,,)/q,, which by (1) is equal to 
(-l)“lq?l. 0 
Note that P*(p,/q,) > P(p,/q,) if and only if n is even. As qn increases to in- 
finity, so lP(p,/q,) - P*(p,/q,)l d ecreases to zero. At irrational points x the 
ambiguity disappears, and the fact that P*(x) = P(x) in that case is natural. 
We are now able to establish some elementary properties of P(x). 
Proposition 1.2. (i) P(x) isperiodic ofperiod 1. 
Next, if 0 5 x < 1, then. 
(ii) P(x) = x(1 - P(Tx)); 
(iii) P(x) + P(l - x) = max{x, 1 - x} except at x = 0 and x = i; 
(iv) max{0,2x - 1) < P(x) < x. 
Proof. Firstly, by (3) we have 
(5) 
P(X) = X0 - X0X1 + X0X1X2 - X0X1X2X3 + . . f 
=x0(1 -x,(1 -x*(1 _“.)...), 
which does not involve ao, so P(x) = P(x0) = P(x - ao), as required for part (i). 
Next, if 0 5 x < 1, then a0 = 0, so x = x0. From (5) it is clear that 
P(xo) = x0 (1 - P(xl )), that is, P(x) = x( 1 - P( TX)), which is part (ii). For 
part (iii), suppose 0 < x < 4. If (bi) and (yi) denote the sequences of integer and 
fractional parts in the continued fraction expansion of 1 - x (analogous to a,, 
and x,, respectively), then 61 = 1 and yi = x/(1 - x), whence bZ = al - 1 and 
y2 = xl. Thus 
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P( 1 - x) = yl) - yoyi (1 - P(y*)) = (1 - x) - x(1 - P&Y,)) = 1 - x - P(x), 
which gives result (iii) for 0 < x < i and, using symmetry, also for $ < x < 1. 
The result is not true at x = 0 and x = i because P(0) = P(1) = 0 and 
P( 4) = 4. For part (iv), it is clear from (5) that 0 < P(x) 5 x, and simi- 
larly P(l -x)Ll -x. Then by part (iii) P(x) =x-P(1 -x)2x-(1 -x)= 
2x - 1. 0 
Because of the periodicity of P(x), we shall from now on assume 0 5 x < 1, 
unless otherwise stated. If x is rational, then P(x) is a finite sum of rational 
numbers, and is therefore also rational. In this case, formulae for P(x) and 
P*(x) can be obtained in terms of the partial quotients of x. 
Proposition 1.3. If x is rutional, und is equul to its n-th upproximunt pn/qn, then 
P(x) =d,,/q,,. where do =O, dl = 1. and dk =&_I + dk_*+ (-l)“-’ for 
Proof. For any sequence as, al 
k 
dk = c(&Pk -P&k) 
i=o 
, a, of partial quotients, we define 
for 0 < k 5 n. 
(Note that the term for i = k is zero.) If x = pn/qn, then 
4nP(X) =qn e(Cli’ -6’;) = qn 2 (qiz -pi) = e(q@. -piqn) = d,. 
i=o i=O i=o 
We now use induction on n to prove that d,, satisfies the recurrence relation and 
initial conditions above. For n = 0 and 1 it is a straightforward verification. 
Suppose n > 2 and the result is true for lower values. Then (ignoring the n-th 
term, which is zero) 
n-l n-1 n-l 
dn =C(YiPn -PAnI =“ifC(qiPn-I -PiYnpl)+C(qiE)np* -P;qn-2), 
i=O i=o i=o 
using the recurrence relations for pn and qn. By the inductive hypothesis, the 
right hand side is equal to 
an&i l t&z + (qn-ipn-2 -pn-iqn-2) 
which by (1) is equal to a,d, ~ 1 + d,, ~ 2 + (- 1)’ ‘, as required. 
The expression P(p,/qn) = d,Jq,, is not necessarily in lowest terms, since, for 
example, P(5/12) = 4/12 = l/3. Proposition 1.3 can also be used to confirm 
the formula for P*(p,/q,,) given in Lemma 1.1. Since pn = p;+, and qn = q;+ , , 
it follows (with the obvious notation) that 
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since d;_ , =d,_iandd,*=d,-d,_i. Cl 
2. CONTINUITY PROPERTIES OF P(X) 
Lemma 2.1. If pn_ 1 /q,, _ 1 and p,,/q,, are any two successive convergents to x, 
then P(x) lies in the shortest interval containing P(p,_ l/qn- I), P(p,,/qn), 
P*(pn-l/qn-l), andP*(p,/q,). 
Proof. In the series expression P(x) = C(qix -pi), the terms decrease in 
magnitude and alternate in sign, so P(x) lies between any two successive partial 
sums. If n is odd, then by (3) the term q,x - pn 5 0, so x < pn/qn and P(X) is less 
than its (n - 1)-th partial sum. Thus 
n-l n-l 
p(x) < C(qix-Pi) 5 C(Yi(p,/q,) -pi) = fJqi(p./qn) -pi). 
i=o i=O i=o 
The last sum (in which the n-th term is again zero) is equal to P(pn/qn) or 
P*(p,/q,) according as a,, > 1 or a,, = 1. Similarly, 
n-l 
P(X) 2 C(qi(Pn- 1/4n- 1) -Pi), 
i=O 
which is the value of either P or P’ at pn _ 1 /qn ~,. The proof for even values of n 
follows the same lines. 0 
The length of the interval above is at most q;i , + q;’ + q;: , , since by Lemma 
1.1 the values of P and P* differ by q;‘, and q;’ at pn _ I /qn_ 1 and pn/qn re- 
spectively, and the distance between the two partial sums is ]qnx - pn], which is 
at most q;:, by (3). 
Lemma 2.2. Ifp,/q, = [ao; al,. . ,a,,] with a, > 1, then 
Proof. Letrk=(kpn+pn-,)/(kqn+qn-,).Thenrk=[ao;a,,...,a,,k], soby 
Proposition 1.3 it follows that P(rk) = (kd, + d,_, + (-l)“)/(kqn + qn_ ,). 
which tends to dn/qn (that is, P( pn/qn)) as k --f 00. Similarly, if 
(k+l)pn -pn-I 
sk = (k+l)q, - qn-1 ’ 
then Sk = [a&al,. , (an-l), l,k] = 
M,., +P; 
kg;,, +G’ 
so P(sk) = (kd,+, +d, + (-l)“+‘)/(k q;+, + q;), which tends to di+ , /qE + ,
(that is, P*(p,/q,)) as k --f co. 0 
Note that Sk < pn/qn < rk for all k if n is even, and that the order is reversed if n 
is odd. 
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Theorem 2.3. The error-sumjiunction P is continuous at every irrationalpoint and 
semi-continuous at every rationalpoint. Moreprecisely, if x = [ao; al,. . . , a,,] with 
u,, > 1, then P is right semi-continuous ifn is even, and left semi-continuous ifn is 
odd. In each case, the limitjiiom the other side is equal to P*(x). 
Proof. First suppose x = [a~; aI, .] is irrational, and y is close to x. Then there 
exists n such that y lies between the convergents pn_ l/qn_ 1 and pn/qn, which 
are also convergents to y. Then Lemma 2.1 determines an interval of length at 
most q;! , + 4,;’ + q,;: , which contains both P(x) and P(y). Since the length of 
this interval tends to zero as n -+ CXJ, it follows that P(y) + P(x) as y 4 X. 
Next, suppose x is rational, say 
x= [ao;a ,,..., a,] =p”= [U&U ,,..., a,,-l,l] =- PZ+1 
q,1 q;+, ’ 
(a, > 1). 
If y is close to x and (- l)“(y - x) > 0, then there exists k such that pn/qn and Tk 
are the n-th and (n + I)-th convergents toy (using the notation of Lemma 2.2). 
If y + x from that side, then k -+ co, whence by Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 it 
follows that P(y) -+ P(x) as y + x from that side. On the other hand, if 
(-1)%-x) < 0, thenp,:+,lG+, and Sk are the (n + I)-th and (n + 2)-th con- 
vergents toy, so the limit from that side is P(x). 0 
Note that at all rational points the limit from the left is greater than the limit 
from the right. This is clearly seen in Figure 1, together with the difference be- 
tween the side of semicontinuity at the points (0,O) (even) and (i, i) (odd). 
3. THE GRAPH OF P 
Although P( x is ) . d iscontinuous at all rational points x, Theorem 2.3 makes it 
possible to obtain a visual impression of the graph y = P(x) for 0 < x < 1 by 
plotting the values of P(x) at sufficiently many rational points x. Figure 1 gives 
a plot of these values for all rationals in (- 1,l) with denominator at most 60. 
0.8. 
0.6. 
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 
Figure 1: An impression of the graph y = P(x) for -1 < x < 1. 
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The periodicity and overall bounds on the graph follow immediately from 
Proposition 1.2. It is less obvious why the graph displays an apparent fractal or 
self-similarity property, being composed of smaller and smaller triangles. 
However, this can be explained by extending the functional equation given in 
Proposition 1.2 (ii). 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose 0 < x < 1 and x,, # 0, using the standard notation. 
Then 
P(x) = d, + dI,-Ix, + (-l)“+,) 
q?? +qn-1% 
The proof, which is omitted, is by induction, using Proposition 1.2 (ii), the fact 
that x,, = T” x = T _xR _ 1, and the recurrence relations for p,,, q,,, and d,,. 
Since x = (pn +p,,_~.w,)/(q,, + qn_ IX,,) by (21, it follows that the one-to-one 
mapping 
(47,Yn) ++ 
d,+d,-,x,,+(-l)“y,, 
qn+q,-I&I 
defined on the open square (0,l) x (0, I), maps the graph of P(x) for 0 < x < 1 
onto the portion of the graph for which x lies strictly between p,,/q,, and 
(p,, +p,- ~)/(q~ + qn- I). This explains the fractal appearance, but, since the 
transformation is not a similarity, the graph is not, strictly speaking, self- 
similar. 
Theorem 3.2. The Hausdorfldimension of the graph is at most 312. 
Proof. The transformation in Proposition 3.1 transforms the unit square into 
the trapezium with vertices at the points (x, P(x)) and (x, P*(x)) for x = p,,/q,, 
and x = ( pn +pn _ ,)/(qn + q,, _ 1). The vertical parallel sides are at a distance 
q;’ (q,, + qn _ I)-’ apart, and the distance between the top and bottom vertices is 
d,l +d,-, + (-l)n d,, -__I = Jd,liin-d,qc1 +(-1Y’qn = C’=0 qi 
qn+qn-I qn 4n(qn + Y,I- I) qn(4n + qn- I) % 
as can easily be shown by induction. Since CyEO qi < (n + l)q,, it follows that 
the trapezium can be covered by (n + l)qn squares with sides of length 
qn’(qn+qn~])~‘.Foranyfixedn>2,ifwetakeallq=q,2~~‘by(3),and 
all r = qn_ 1 < qn, then we obtain a covering of the whole graph for 0 < x < 1. 
For any constant p satisfying 1 < p < 2, the sum of the p-th powers of the sides 
of the squares in the covering is at most 
4-l 
C (n+ l)qCq-P(q+r)PP < (n+ 1) C ql-P(q+ l)i”l(‘q)‘-‘. 
q>Q”_’ r=l q>W’ 
This expression is O(nCq>+, q2-2p), which is o(1) as n --f cc if and only if 
p > 3/2. Thus the p-measure of the graph is zero for all p > 3/2, so the Haus- 
dorff dimension is at most 3/2, as required. 0 
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4. DARBOUX PROPERTIES OF P 
It is trivial that P(x) is rational for rational values of x, and an explicit formula 
is given in Proposition 1.3. Now suppose x = [as; at,. . .] is irrational. A proof of 
the following result by G. Petruska may be found in [3, Theorem 4, p. 3621. 
Theorem 4.1. If x is irrational and P(x) is rational, (or more generally, if the 
numbers 1, x, P(x) are linearly dependent over the rationals), then the set ofpartial 
quotients {ao, al,. . .} of x is bounded. 
It is possible for P(x) to be rational when x is irrational - in fact, P maps the 
set of irrationals onto the whole interval (0, l), as we can now prove. For this 
purpose, we need some additions to the standard notation for continued frac- 
tions, and we define P,, = po + p1 + . . . +p, and Qn = qo + q1 + + qn. Note 
that PO = 0 (if 0 < x < l), PI = Qo = I, and Qt = 1 + at. We shall also require 
the following trivial inequality: ifs/b < c/d and if the denominators b and dare 
positive, then (a + b)/(c + d) 1 ies strictly between a/b and c/d. Note that the 
numerators a and c can be positive or negative, rational or irrational. For con- 
venience we refer to (u + b)/(c + d) as the mediant of a/b and c/d, thus ex- 
tending the normal usage of the word. 
Theorem 4.2. If 0 -C y < 1, then there exists an irrational x = [O; al, a2, .] in 
(0,l) such that P(x) = y. 
Proof. We give a recursive definition of the partial quotients of x, and then 
show that P(x) = y. Let c11 be any natural number such that at < Y-t; then, 
trivially, 
1 1 +Y<l_ -<- 
that 
PO +Pl 
~ 
<Pl+Y<p_! 
- ’ 1 +a1 1 +a1 at’ is, qo + 41 QI 41 
Now suppose k > 2 and we have 
(6) 
(-qk(Pk-2+Pk-d < WWl +r> < WPk-l 
qk-2+qk-I Qk-1 qk-I ’ 
We form the mediant of the outer two expressions, and continue taking me- 
diants with the the right-hand one, (-l)$k- ~/qk_ 1. Since the right hand in- 
equality is strict, there exists a unique Uk > 1 such that 
(-l)k(pk-2 +akpk-I) < (-l)k(Pk-l +y) < (-l)k(pk-2 + (ak+l)pk-1) 
qk-2 +akqk-1 Qk-1 
_ 
qk-2 + (ak+l)qk-I ’ 
(-ljkPk < (-l)k(Pk-l +Y) < (-l)k(pk-l +pk) that is, ___ 
qk Qk-1 ’ qk-I +qk 
We replace the middle expression by the mediant of the first two, which lies 
strictly between them. Thus the right hand inequality becomes strict as well, 
giving 
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(-vpk < (4(Pk +y) < (-l)QJw +m) 
(7) ~ 
’ Yk Qk qk- I + qk 
which, after multiplication by -1, becomes (6) with k replaced by k + 1, and 
allows the recursion to continue. Thus the irrational number .X = [O; UI, . . .] has 
been defined. 
To show that P(x) = _r, we observe from (7) that 
that is, 
The left hand expression is (-l)kP(pk/qk) or (-l)kp(pk/qk), according as 
ok > 1 or @ = 1, and the right hand expression is (-l)kP* ((Pk _ 1 +pk)/ 
(qk-I +qk)). since it arises from the continued fraction expression 
[O;a,, ,ak; 11. Th e result now follows from the continuity of P at irrationals 
(Theorem 2.3) by letting k -+ cc. 0 
If y < i, then the first partial quotient al in the proof is not unique, so more 
than one irrational number x exists such that P(x) = y. An alternative non- 
constructive proof of Theorem 4.2 can be obtained as a corollary of the fol- 
lowing theorem, which can be proved by a method similar to the standard 
proof of the Intermediate Value Theorem, using Theorem 2.3. 
Theorem 4.3. [f 0 < x < x’ < 1 und if P(x) < y < P(x’), then there exists un 
irrutionul number c such that .Y < c < .Y’ and P(c) = y. 
5. INTEGRALS INVOLVING P(X) 
Since P is bounded on [0, 1] and is continuous almost everywhere, it follows 
that it is integrable, even in the Riemann sense [4, Theorem 10.331. Its integral 
over the whole interval can easily be evaluated. 
Proposition 5.1. Ji P(x) dx = i, 
Proof. From Proposition 1.2 (iii) we have P(x) + P( 1 - X) = max{x, 1 -.Y} for 
0 < .Y < 1 except at .Y = $, and &i P( 1 - X) ris = Jd P(x) A, which gives the re- 
sult. 0 
Using the same identity, it is possible to find the Fourier cosine coefficients of P, 
but we have not been able to determine the sine coefficients. The functional 
equation in Proposition 1.2 (ii) leads to an identity involving functions like 
those in Kuz’min’s proof of Gauss’ problem on the measure-preserving prop- 
erties of the transformation T, as presented in [2, Theorem 331. 
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Theorem 5.2. Letf he u bounded and integrable function on (0,l) and let 
f+) =&&f(i)' 
s )f(x) + .uF(x)} ? r1.u = 1’ f(s) d.x. .O 
Proof. Using Proposition 1.2 (ii), we have 
We break up the latter integral into a sum of integrals from 1 /(k+ 1) to 1 /k and 
substitute x = l/(k + u), so that TX = u. Then 
1; f (x)P(T x) dx = 2 1’ f (&) P(u) & = J” F(u)P(u) duiu, 
A-=[ 0 0 
which gives the required formula. 0 
By judicious choice of the functionf’(x), other integrals involving P(x) can be 
evaluated. For example, if we take f (x) = l/(.u + I), then F(x) = f (x), as ori- 
ginally observed by Gauss, and we obtain 
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